
Pit visit info

Mat Charles (Sorbonne Université / LPNHE)



Visitors
•Accepted all requests from theorists (closed at about 1pm 

today).

•Accepted most but not all requests from LHCb members -- 
ran out of slots. Slots assigned in order of sign-up.
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Diego Guadagnoli Siavash Neshatpour Miki Yonemura Andrew George Morris

Matthew Kirk Juan M Nieves Zhuoran Huang Sophie Hollitt

Nazila Mahmoudi J Tobias Tsang Abdur Rehman Abdur 
Rehman

Tommaso Pajero

Peter Stangl Rusa Mandal Maria Laura Piscopo Titus Mombacher

Oliver Witzel Marco Ciuchini Ahmed Ali Anja Beck

Jakub Scholtz Blazenka Melic Robert Szafron Andrea Bizzeti

Chris Flett Danny van Dyk Pietro Colangelo Alex Seuthe

Ayan Paul Tobias Hurth Matthias König Raul Rabadan

Alexander Lenz Olcyr Sumensari Yixiong Zhou Mindaugas Sarpis

Apologies to: Gediminas Sarpis, Marcos Romero



Guides

•Adam Morris

•Elena Dall'Occo

•Mat Charles

•Michele Veronesi [phone number needed]

•Backup: Chris Parkes

(thanks to others who volunteered!)
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Where & when?

•There will be a shuttle bus to the pit.

•Please meet at 18:35 outside building 39 (CERN 
hostel reception) -- map on next slide.
• If you're late, we won't wait...

•Expecting to be back at CERN around 20:30, coming 
back by same shuttle bus.

• If going to the pit independently (e.g. by car), please be 
there by 18:55.
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Meet here 
(outside 

building 39)

Right now, we are here.



Safety constraints

•We'll split into 3 groups of 12 visitors.

•Only 2 groups can be down in the cavern at a time.

•Visitors must wear shoes that have flat soles (e.g. no 
high heels) and that cover the whole foot (e.g. no 
sandals).

•Reminders: you'll need to go down in a (relatively) 
small lift; the underground cavern is an enclosed space; 
you must be medically fit to climb stairs.

•Please bring your CERN badge (if a CERN user) or 
your CERN visitor's badge that grants site access.
•The LHCb conference badge is NOT enough.
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